


Full Power Ahead!  
With the SHARK Force II gaming mouse, we are bringing back one of our most 
popular classics. While the unusual design, with its angular contours, has been 
kept in three di�erent color versions, we have now given the mouse a small 
upgrade under the hood. 

With a significantly more powerful sensor and now six selectable DPI levels, the 
mouse is more flexible and versatile, while the focus remains on the essential 
things that the SHARK Force II really needs.



DPI switch with six settings
(400, 800, 1,600, 2,400, 3,200, 4,200)

Exact
scroll wheel

Rubberized
surface

for maximum grip

Two comfortably
accessible thumb buttons



A Newly Defined Classic

The SHARK Force II 
returns with even more 
power. 

A powerful PixArt 
PMW3519 optical 
sensor now works 
inside the mouse. 

The sensor possesses 
a precise resolution of 
4,200 DPI, making the 
mouse suitable for both 
gaming setups and on 
the o�ce desk. 

In order to allow even more flexibility whether for 
gaming maneuvers or for o�ce work, six preset DPI 
steps can be smoothly selected at the touch of a button. 

The illumination of the SHARK Force logo on the mouse 
shows which step is currently selected.



Tried and Trusted Design for Optimal Use
Like its predecessor, the SHARK Force II also impresses with its proven, distinctive 
design. The sides of the mouse curve in at its rear to give a shape which is extremely 
ergonomic for right-handers. It has a pleasant feel thanks to its rubberized surface, 
which, together with the thumb rest, also ensures a firm hold. 

There are also two thumb buttons on the side of the mouse, allowing additional ope-
rating options for gaming and browsing. 

With three di�erent color versions, the SHARK Force II provides versatility also with 
a choice of looks.

BLACK EDITION WHITE EDITION GREY EDITION



Specifications
General
Max. DPI/CPI:
Min. DPI/CPI:
Sensor:
Chip:
Illumination:
Max. Polling Rate:
Frames Per Second:
Inches Per Second:
Max. Acceleration:
Mouse Feet:
Color Versions:
Weight without Cable:
Dimensions (L x W x H):
Supported Operating Systems:

4,200
400
Optical
PixArt PMW3519

1,000 Hz
4,000
48
10 g
4, UPE
Black, White, Grey
120 g
122 x 74 x 40 mm
Windows

Button Properties
Number of Buttons:
Operating Life Cycles 
of Buttons:

DPI Properties
DPI Steps:

DPI Switch:
DPI Indicator:

Cable and Connectors
Connector:
Gold-Plated USB Plug:
Textile Braided Cable:
Cable Length:

Package Contents
SHARK Force II, Manual,
Additional Set of Mouse Feet

6

Min. 10 Million Clicks 

400 / 800 / 1,600 / 2,400 /
3,200 / 4,200

LED

USB


180 cm

sharkoon.com


